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ridiculing everybody, and like many royal personages,
passionately fond of gossip, especially when spiced with
scandal,—found never-ceasing entertainment in the witty
comments of the baroness about the social events of the
day, and in her reports of the latest stories current con-
cerning mutual acquaintances and friends, Prince Bern-
hardt, in spite of his seriousness, and his fond predilection
for Hellenic research, could not help laughing and enjoy-
ing the merry sallies of Baron Kotze. In fact, the Kotzes
ended by becoming the most intimate friends of the
princely Saxe-Meiningen couple, whose taste for their
society was eventually shared by the Empress Frederick
to a degree that excited the utmost jealousy and ill-will of
her chamberlain, Baron Reischach. The latter was, there-
fore, only too ready to accept the view expressed by his
friend, Baron Schrader, to the effect that Baron Kotze was
the author of the anonymous letters.
I think that it was in the latter part of 1892 that the
Prince and Princess of Saxe-Meiningen, having made up
their minds to visit Greece and the Holy Land, invited
Baron and Baroness Kotze to accompany them. Some
quarrel, however, took place between the princess and the
baroness during this trip, which they did not complete
together, and when they took up their residence once more
at Berlin the formerly so intimate relations between the
two families ceased absolutely. It was about this time
that it became known that Princess Charlotte either during
her trip to the Orient, or just before she started, had in
some unexplainable manner lost the diary in which she had,
like so many members of the fair sex, been accustomed to
describe her daily impressions, and to the pages of which
she was wont to impart sentiments and opinions that she
did not venture to confide to anybody else.

